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Introduction

Few folks know it, but the rules of investing have changed.

Interest rates have died.

This chart shows the death in real time...

As you can see, it all started in the 1980s. That’s when banks actually paid decent interest 
rates.

It’s also when a lot of the economic theory that we take as gospel today was written and 
discussed.

Rewriting the Textbooks

Thirty years ago, the notion of retirement was just becoming a reality for many Americans.  
Prior to that, shorter life spans made the notion of many “golden years” a dream most folks  
never realized.

The average life expectancy was just 71 years in 1980. That means there wasn’t much need to 
spend a lifetime saving for retirement.

In fact, retirement was short... if it ever happened.

That’s why most Americans needed some sort of incentive to put their money away. Their 
natural inclination was to spend it today... not save it for a retirement that would, at best, 
last just a few years.

Mr. Market found a way around this conundrum.

The Painful Death of Interest Rates
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Introduction

As any good banker will tell you, money goes where it’s treated best.

And if a banker wants us to deposit our cash in their bank or buy the bond they’re pushing, 
they have to create an incentive that keeps us from spending it.

That’s where interest rates come in.

The banker simply pays us to save.

It’s the simple phenomenon that modern economic theory is based on.

But the money minds of yesteryear missed something important. They never bothered to add 
increasing life spans to their prized equation.

That’s huge.

T-R-O-U-B-L-E

As the average life span extends well into 80 and 90 years today, folks have a strong natural 
inclination to save when they’re younger.

They know they won’t be able to work at those ripe ages.

So they must save... and they must invest.

With so many folks dumping money into stocks, bonds and savings accounts over the last 
decade, the market (with the help of the Federal Reserve and its friends in Washington) has 
been forced to incentivize folks not to stash their money away.

After all, if we don’t spend our money... the economy slows.

It’s why today’s puppeteers at the Federal Reserve are in a trap. Each time they raise rates and 
incentivize Americans to save, the economy throws a fit.

That’s why it’s not surprising that interest rates and life expectancy have moved almost 
perfectly in the opposite direction over the last 40 years.

It proves that current financial theories are wrong. They were devised decades ago and have 
not kept up with real-world trends.

We can no longer assume that consumers need an incentive like interest rates to save. These 
days, they do it simply so they’re not broke in retirement.
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In fact, in an astonishing turnaround, many retirement-minded folks now need an 
incentive to spend.

It means that as long as life expectancy is climbing... interest rates will not just level off at 
zero.

They’ll go below zero.

Far From Harmless

As we’ll explore over the pages that follow, this is a frightening trend that will have real and 
devastating consequences.

And yet – like most things that affect your money – hardly anyone is talking about it.

The fine folks at the Federal Reserve will tell you lowering rates is no big deal... it’s harmless, 
in fact. After all, money isn’t “real”... it’s more of a psychological thing.

We dare them to look in the eye of the American investor and say that.

For most Americans, what’s happening is far from harmless.

Mark our words: For folks who aren’t prepared, the damage will be severe.

But to fully understand what’s happening, you need to know a few key details.

We’ll start with the true and sordid history of the Federal Reserve. It’s like something out of 
an old gangster movie.

If you’ve never heard this story, listen up... and prepare to be gobsmacked.
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Chapter One 

The Sordid (Yet True) Origins of the Fed
What is the Fed? Do you know the real story?

If you’ve ever wondered why just a handful of ultra-connected folks have so much control 
over our economy, our money and our banks... read on.

I’ll reveal a little-known piece of history that changed the fate of America.

The idea underlines the fact that a man can’t build his wealth until he understands it. Until 
he knows how the system works, he’s more likely to become a victim of it than a beneficiary.

This story illustrates that point perfectly.

It starts in the middle of a cold November night in 1910. A 
cadre of highly wealthy and highly connected bankers, along 
with an influential (and filthy rich) senator – pictured here 
– quietly attached an ornate passenger car to the end of a 
southbound train.

The other passengers and perhaps even the engineer had no 
idea it was there.

The men were headed to a secret enclave on Jekyll Island.

The clandestine meeting was disguised as a duck hunting trip. 
But not a single feather fell.

Instead, these men spent days locked in a room, devising a plan that would alter the 
American economy... a plan that controls the fate of your wealth to this day.
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First Names Only, Please

The meeting was so secretive that the staff at the estate where the men met were sent away. 
Temporary replacements were called in. That way the workers wouldn’t know if anything 
was out of the ordinary; they’d have no idea what spectacular event was unfolding in front of 
them.

Things were so hush-hush, in fact, the men called themselves only by their first names.

They dubbed their secret group the “First Name Club.”

Later reports leaked from the meeting show that the goal of these seven men was threefold. 
They wanted to...

• Squash the growing number of small competitors in the banking business

• Control the fate of their industry

• Get the American government to act as a fail-safe when things went bad.

There is no doubt that the work of these seven men paid off... for them and their banks. They 
met more than 100 years ago, and their families’ wealth continues to grow. And the banks 
they represented have become giants of the economy.

To see what I mean, here’s the list of attendees:

• Senator Nelson Aldrich (the mustachioed gentleman above, father-in-law of J.D. 
Rockefeller and grandfather of Nelson Rockefeller)

• Frank Vanderlip of National City (now known as Citibank)

• Henry Davison, a senior partner at J.P. Morgan & Co.

• Paul Warburg (a native of Germany) of Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and a supposed 
representative of the Rothschild fortune

• Charles Norton, president of the First National Bank of New York, which was 
dominated by J.P. Morgan’s money

• Benjamin Strong, the head of J.P. Morgan’s Bankers Trust Company (and the eventual 
first head of the Federal Reserve)

• Abram Andrew, the assistant secretary of the Treasury.
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Together, these seven men represented a full quarter of the world’s wealth.

With such concentrated riches, it’s no surprise they were desperate to create a system they 
could control. It’s no surprise they wanted to control the currency. 

And it’s certainly no surprise they managed to pull it off – money, after all, has long been 
synonymous with power.

What Is the Fed? It’s a Powerful Beast

Yes, these men pulled off a grand feat. This “banker’s club” 
was able to get its well-concocted plan to the president’s desk. 
It became the law of the land in 1913.

It’s been known as the Federal Reserve Act ever since.

That’s right... these six bankers and one deep-pocketed 
senator created the group that continues to drive headlines 
and fortunes today. The Fed was born outside of the 
government and remains that way today.

Most folks have no idea, but there’s hardly anything federal 
about the Federal Reserve. It was built by the nation’s banks 
and continues to be run by the nation’s banks.

The seven men on Jekyll Island got their wish.

Competition from small banks is all but gone... the Federal 
Reserve controls the industry... and thanks to the “too big to fail” moniker, the banks these 
men represented now have a government safety net that will support them no matter how big 
their mistakes.

By far, the Federal Reserve is the most powerful nongovernmental force on the planet... and 
few folks know anything about it.

Now you do.
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Chapter Two 

How Fed Meddling Led to the Most  
Powerful Wave of Gold Buying Since Nixon
Man has always thought he was smarter than nature. Look around and we see all sorts of 
examples – medicine, agriculture and, yes, money.

Our keepers have tried all sorts of tricks over the centuries. But nothing has been as grand as 
the experiment that started 116 years ago.

That’s when man decided he could control the economy... simply by controlling its banks 
and their money.

At first, the free markets didn’t like the idea all that much. We had a couple of recessions and 
then a grand ol’ depression.

But man didn’t give up... oh no, he rarely does.

Golden Mistake

Our money keepers went harder, with more manipulation and more rigging. Then, in 1971, 
they went all in.

It was a good time to kiss gold goodbye. China was coming onto the scene and was happy to 
help.

It produced cheap goods (far cheaper than American factories could), and it sent them here 
by the boatload.

But that created a problem – at least for the free market.
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The men behind the curtain, on the other hand, loved the “problem.”

As China sold us its goods, we sent boatloads of dollars back.

Not having much of its own economy, China couldn’t do much with those greenbacks.

So it sold them back to Uncle Sam in the form of debt.

It’s the trade that’s made the world go round for the last 50 years.

But the latest math is not good, and this manmade mess could be on the verge of  
falling apart.

It’s what we told Manward Letter readers way back in January 2019, in the pages of our 
annual “big prediction” issue.

We said China’s economy demands an end to this long-standing trade masquerade.

It can no longer remain in this marriage of convenience.

Divorce

In that issue, we detailed the hundreds of billions of dollars the country is desperately 
spending as it works to create fresh trade opportunities. 

We showed how it’s trying to find new places to spend its money.

But we also uncovered faults in the plan... and we promised the China story would be the 
tale of the year.

We won’t brag.

But we will sound the alarm and tell you the numbers are getting worse.

China is fighting hard.

Its people may not be free, but the nation is dead set on its economic liberation.

Proof comes in the fact Beijing has been buying a LOT of gold since our bold prediction.

It now holds nearly 2,000 tonnes of gold in its reserves.

Beijing has made it no secret that the country sees gold as the alternative to the world’s 
dependence on the dollar.
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Deadly Trend

Of course, no currency is worth anything unless there’s a second party.

That’s where the numbers get even worse.

Russia is buying gold.

So is India.

And Turkey.

Ah, no big deal, right? Those are small fish in the global pond.

What about a big trade partner like Mexico? Yep, it’s buying.

In fact, it’s easier to say who isn’t buying gold.

That’s easy... Germany. As of the latest reports, it’s the only central bank reporting a decline 
in gold reserves. 

And some say its reserves fell only by a ton because the country is busy turning its gold  
into coins.

No matter... we have to give a nod to this trend. It’s the most powerful wave of gold buying 
we’ve seen since just prior to when Richard Nixon shocked the market.

What’s happening stands to be quite powerful... perhaps even more shocking.

Like-minded Peter Schiff sums it up well.

“The days where the dollar is the reserve currency are numbered, and we’re going back to 
basics. You know, everything old is new again,” he said recently. 

“Gold was money in the past, and it will be money again in the future, and central banks 
that are smart enough to read that writing on the wall are increasing their gold reserves now.”

But we’ll take it a step further.

These banks aren’t just following the herd. 

They’re fighting for their Liberty.

They, too, know they’ll never be free when America is in charge of their money.
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Nobody is free when another man is in charge of his money.

Liberty is at stake.

And we reckon it’ll get a whole lot worse before it gets better.
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Chapter Three 

The Key Money Lesson the Fed Refuses 
to Learn
The world of money is not tough to understand.

Any self-minded bloke with a goal of ending the day with more than he started with can 
quickly master the realm of economics.

Why is it, then, that the overeducated wonks at the Federal Reserve can’t seem to figure  
it out?

The rules are simple.

Money goes where it’s treated best.

Give a saver the choice between two interest rates... they’ll choose the higher.

Give a shopper the choice between two prices... they’ll choose the lower.

And yet... the folks in charge of the nation’s money can’t seem to figure out why in the 
world the inflation they crave so bad (it’s their best form of job security) is nowhere to  
be found.

Perhaps they should stop having others do their shopping for them.

Temporary... Like a Heart Attack

The fine folks at the Fed recently gave us a peek at the minutes of a recent meeting.

Our head hit the desk.
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The money maestros blamed “idiosyncratic factors” for the economy’s decadelong lack of 
inflation.

It’s a short-term problem, they say.

That’s right.

It’s a long, recurring string of “temporary” events that is keeping prices from budging higher.

It’s like saying a heart attack is a temporary health event.

Phooey.

The minutes from the meeting revealed that a dip in retail clothing prices and a dip in sales 
of portfolio management services (a remnant, they claim, of the previous winter’s stock 
market rout) were to blame for the latest factors taking a slash at inflation’s neck.

We say it’s something different... something far more obvious.

And, again, if the folks in Washington, D.C., would climb down from their TSA-guarded 
ivory tower, they’d see it too.

The Amazon Effect

Companies like Amazon, eBay, Apple and Google have reshaped the world’s economy.

No longer do we drive down to the local store and pay whatever price it’s asking.

Those days are over.

Now we scan the web to find the best prices – not in town, not in the state... but across  
the planet.

Often we can find somebody who needs to unload a product at any price. They may have 
too much of it... they could be going out of business... or the new guy simply put in the 
wrong price.

We just bought a switch for a piece of equipment, for example, for far less than its wholesale 
cost. The seller was retiring and just wanted some cash.

A decade ago, the deal would have been impossible. We never would have found the fellow 
getting out of business in southern Kansas.
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But the web has changed all of that... and it’s making it nearly impossible for prices to rise.

We’ve been pointing our finger at these facts since the ’09 recession and its low-inflation 
recovery. But it’s just in the last few months or so that the so-called “smart money” is 
catching on.

“Basic economic relationships are breaking down,” said Mohamed El-Erian, the respected 
former head of Pimco.

He told folks at the Mortgage Bankers Association that he, too, has been stumped by the 
lack of inflation. He said traditional economic logic would have inflation surging with 
unemployment and job vacancies in such strong shape as they are in today.

But that’s clearly not the case.

“There is a complete change in the underlying relationship,” he said, “which means that the 
models are no longer as accurate as they used to be.”

We hope the folks at the Fed heard his words and took some notes.

But they don’t need to write too much.

The rules are simple.

Money goes where money is treated best.

These days, it’s not going to your local retailer unless he has the absolute lowest price.

It’s good news for most folks.

But it makes the folks at the Fed look like a bunch of dopes.

This “problem” isn’t temporary.

It’s only going to get stronger.

Make sure your investment strategy takes advantage of it.
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Chapter Four

The Record High That Brought Us to a 
New Low
It’s no wonder we despise America’s education system.

It’s a big, fat lie.

In business school, for example, we were taught that markets are efficient.

The professor – typically a guy who has never worked outside of academia – stands in front 
of the class and explains how the market knows all, sees all and instantly uses all its vast data 
to set fair and accurate prices.

It’s bogus.

Oh sure, there’s a grain of truth in it all.

Most lies are born of the best intent.

But anybody looking to prove that markets are dumber than they look only has to set their 
gaze toward Wall Street these days.

Obvious Trouble

Somehow the market missed the obvious signs that rates will never return to “normal.”

It’s a topic we’ve covered at length.

But until we’re convinced no more of our readers have an ankle stuck in this trap, we’ll 
continue to pry open its jaws.
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We could list a slew of reasons rates won’t rise (horrific news for traditional income 
investors).

We could show you the economy’s devastating addiction to cheap money.

We could show you how quickly a strong dollar would destroy our economy if rates were 
bumped higher.

And we could reveal just why a system that honors fake money with more fake money has 
always been doomed to fail.

But we fear we’d lose a few folks.

Those are dense topics.

Instead, we’d rather blame the ignorant dopes in Washington...

Electing to Lose

The fact is, the Federal Reserve can’t do much with rates because it knows that sending them 
higher will break Uncle Sam’s debt-burdened back.

In fact, just recently, Fed Chief Jerome Powell climbed his way atop Capitol Hill and warned 
lawmakers that they must fix the problem.

Thanks to Washington’s love of spending, our nation’s debt is growing faster than our 
economy.

It can’t be sustained.

But more and more folks are convinced that what little growth we have would dry up if 
Congress put away its checkbook.

After all, the share of the nation’s gross domestic product that can be attributed to our 
borrowing is up to 5.1%... significantly more than the 3.8% figure reported a year ago.

That’s insane.

But the news isn’t getting any better.

In fact, it’s getting worse... way worse.

We just got word of a new record. 
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It’s one of those ugly records that nobody wants to be a part of – like getting into the most 
car accidents or having the highest number of malpractice suits.

In this case, our nation’s debt has hit the $28 trillion mark for the first time ever.

It’s a horrific new record.

And it comes because Washington continues to spend more and more money while taking 
(we certainly can’t say it’s earned its money) less and less from its citizens.

You’ll Pay for That

To make the numbers match, of course, Uncle Sam needs to travel the world with his hat in 
hand. He needs to borrow more and more cash each day.

And with more borrowing comes more interest payments.

The costs are starting to add up. In fact, interest on our debt is quickly becoming one of the 
most painful line items in the federal budget each year.

It’s certainly growing the quickest.

Over the next decade, interest payments will total some $7 trillion, becoming the third-
largest government spending “program” each year.

It now competes with the size of the national defense and Medicaid budgets.

And those numbers are based on current “historically low” interest rates. 

If the Fed suddenly sent rates higher, we’d have quite a mess on our hands.

We can hardly believe we’re the only ones seeing it this way.

We are stunned when markets are surprised that the Fed tells us its hands are tied.

And our jaw drops when somebody tells us all of this is already priced into the market.

We’ve said it often. But apparently we’re not saying it loud enough.

Rates aren’t going back to normal.

They’ll go negative before they go higher.

It’s trouble. We just hope somebody tells the efficient-market crowd.
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Chapter Five 

What the Fed Learned From the  
Felonious FDR
By most textbook accounts, Franklin D. Roosevelt was a fine president – maybe even great.

He created jobs... pulled America out of her depression... and forever cemented the economic 
might of Washington.

But the folks who read the history books closely have a different opinion.

They call the nation’s 32nd president a word that’s typically reserved only for modern 
presidents.

They call him a felon.

He stole the nation’s gold.

The Dollar’s Slippery Slope

Most Americans aren’t familiar with Executive Order 6102.

They have no idea that the president used an odd loophole written into the Trading with the 
Enemy Act of 1917 to force Americans to hand over their gold.

The nation didn’t face an enemy. She wasn’t under threat of attack. Her borders weren’t  
being invaded. 

And yet, FDR saw an opportunity to bust the free markets and get the hand of Big 
Government forever in the pockets of his constituency.
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You see, with deflation pulling the nation into a depression, many Americans were 
stockpiling gold. It was their best way to preserve their wealth.

But the government didn’t like it. 

Gold was competition.

Hoarding the stuff gave far too much power to the free market – Washington’s ultimate 
enemy. So the president used his power to bring it all in.

He made it illegal for Americans to own gold.

Washington confiscated American citizens’ wealth.

Crazy.

Falling Fast

Over the following few decades, the rare metal’s power would ebb and flow. 

When times were good, Washington wouldn’t pay it much attention.

But when the markets went south or when Uncle Sam needed to spend some cash on a war 
or two, the monetary snipers put gold in their crosshairs.

In 1971, as you know, President Nixon slashed America’s ties to gold once and for all.

It unleashed an unprecedented era... a time when money had no real value and the 
government could push aside the free market anytime it wanted.

It’s how we got to where we are today.

You see, without gold (without anything real backing our money), our bank accounts all have 
strings attached – strings that feed right into the hands of some powerful puppeteers.

We’re seeing it in Washington.

And someday not too far from now, we’ll see it in the history books.

We can’t wait to read what they have to say. We just hope most Americans can afford to pick 
up a copy.

We dare to imagine the numbers on the price tag.
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Chapter Six 

“We’re in a Hell of a Mess...”
“We’re in a hell of a mess in every direction.”

Those were some of the last official words from Paul Volcker.

He died in late 2019. You may have heard.

To some, the man was a hero. He saved the nation from runaway interest rates.

To others, the man was the enemy. He got the nation addicted to Fed intervention and was 
an ex officio leader of the deep state.

But we don’t measure a man by his job. It’s not our thing.

We don’t condemn him because of the career he chose. And we certainly don’t toss stones at a 
body that’s yet to be buried.

So we mention the man today to study his words.

We’re in a hell of a mess, he believed.

And he’s right.

A Democracy in Doubt

“Respect for government. Respect for the Supreme Court, respect for our president, it’s all 
gone,” he said last year. “Even respect for the Federal Reserve.”

Gulp. We may be responsible for that last one... at least partially.

The former Fed chief continued, though.
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“I don’t know how you can run a democracy when nobody believes in the leadership of the 
country.”

It’s a timely lesson.

But there’s something a lot of folks don’t know about Mr. Volcker.

He ran something he dubbed the Volcker Alliance.

Its aim was simple. The group wanted to make government and its policies more effective – 
quite a lofty goal.

The group ties universities, businesses and government together... all aimed at making the 
government’s work actually work.

That’s why that last quote above is so interesting.

How do we run a democracy... when nobody believes in the democracy?

We Don’t!

We’d like to think that if Volcker had another 92 years, he’d have answered his own question. 
But we reckon he was too close to the action to see it clearly.

After all, his dad was a town manager... a very hands-on town manager. His career propelled 
Volcker into politics at an early age. It’s what led him to Princeton, where he blasted his 
future employer for not smashing inflation earlier.

Then Volcker went to Harvard... where he studied “political economy.” We’re not sure what 
that means, but we certainly see how he and his fellow Washingtonians turned it into quite 
an art.

Volcker went on to work for Nixon... where he helped blow up the gold standard.

He worked for Jimmy Carter... although he was the president’s second choice.

He worked for Ronald Reagan... where he may be known as the last Fed chief to preside over 
rising interest rates.

So when Volcker asked how we run a democracy when nobody believes in the democracy, we 
raise our hand with an answer.

To us, the question seems to answer itself. Let the democracy run itself.
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Do what the voters want... not what the politicians want.

Big Choices

America has come to a fork in her gilded road.

Lots of folks are rightfully wondering what comes next. Will we impeach every president 
from here on out? Will extremes become the norm? Have we reached our peak?

We know the answers.

The history books are clear.

If we continue to let the power hungry “run” the democracy, we’re in trouble.

But if we let the democracy run itself – and let the people flush the system clean every now 
and then – we’ll be just fine.

Our suggestion... Do yourself, the nation and your money a favor and read Paul Volcker’s last 
book, Keeping At It: The Quest for Sound Money and Good Government.

It’s critical information.

Once you see things from the inside, you’ll never look at your money or the state of our 
democracy the same way.

And that’s a good thing.
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Chapter Seven 

Two Charts That Spell Disaster for  
America
If the United States and its economy were a married couple... the bank would be knocking 
on the front door.

Things are bad.

But they’re about to get a whole lot worse.

What’s happening is critical Know-How for every American. Whether you invest... are 
retired... or ever plan to retire... pay attention to the upcoming news.

What the Federal Reserve does next will reveal the economic fate of our nation.

What’s happening is unprecedented.

At the very same time the federal budget deficit is exploding like we’re paying for a massive 
war (few times in our history have been so peaceful, by the way), the fine folks at the Fed 
are ramping up the costs of all that borrowing.

It’s a recipe for disaster.

Time’s Up

While most folks in Washington fret about what to do about a hard-to-handle president, the 
real emergency is happening behind the headlines.

Many folks are now seriously wondering whether Uncle Sam has maxed out his credit card.
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The latest projections from the bean counters at the Congressional Budget Office paint a 
picture nobody wants to look at.

For those with the stomach to handle such grotesque figures, the numbers are ominous.

Interest costs are about to sink this country.

Right now, Washington pays some $389 billion each year in borrowing costs. That’s a lot.

But it’s soon going to look dirt cheap.

That’s because the figure is expected to nearly triple over the next decade. By 2028, our 
annual interest expense will total $914 billion.

In other words, over the next 10 years, we’re going to spend $5.9 trillion for nothing... mere 
interest on money Washington has already borrowed and long ago spent.

This chart from the Peter G. Peterson Foundation (founded by the fiscal hawk and investing 
great that also started the Blackstone Group) shows the trend.

But there’s an even scarier chart.

Look closely and you’ll see it shows the true fate of our nation. 

It proves we’re marching from a country that provides for its people to a nation that must 
take from its people.

It will have no other choice.

Net Interest Costs Are Projected to Rise Sharply
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The chart shows that today’s youngest generations will no doubt see an incredible shift in the 
way America functions and thrives.

Interest Above All Else

Today, the interest on her debt is one of America’s smaller expenses. It’s well behind what she 
spends on Medicare, Social Security and national defense.

But as debt swells and interest does what interest does so well (compounds), it will dominate 
Washington’s annual spending.

Soon, what we pay on old debts will outweigh everything else.

That’s crazy.

It’s big trouble. And it’s why the Federal Reserve has been in the news so much. The nation is 
finally realizing that Jay Powell and his fellow money maestros are in a trap.

It now knows the Fed has lost its ability to raise rates... that if rates return to “normal,” 
America’s debt doomsday will come sooner than anybody ever thought.

The Fed is now powerless and desperate.

It’s no good.

Again, whether you are an investor, are a retiree... or ever want to retire, this is a problem you 
must not ignore. The bankers are at the front door. They’re not happy.

Interest Costs Are the Fastest-Growing 
Category of the Budget
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Chapter Eight 

A Higher Standard: Now THIS Is a Fed 
Nominee We Can Get Behind
Judy Shelton would be quite an unconventional pick for the Fed.

She wants lower interest rates... and, yes, a return to the gold standard.

“I would lower rates as fast, as efficiently, as expeditiously as possible,” she said.

But anybody who’s bothered to scratch their head over the notion of ultra-low (or even 
negative) rates must conclude that the idea sends shockwaves through the global economy.

The dollar will weaken...

Inflation will jump...

And a buck won’t be worth a buck...

So what’s Shelton’s response?

Oh my, it’s a thing of beauty.

Go back to gold, she says.

“In proposing a new international monetary system linked in some way to gold,” she 
wrote in a piece for the Cato Institute, “America has an opportunity to secure continued 
prominence in global monetary affairs while also promoting genuine free trade based on a 
solid monetary foundation.”

Move over, Janet Yellen... We’ve got a new crush. A new money honey is moving in.
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Shelton gets it. She knows that if we never thumbed our nose at the shiny metal, America 
could not have gotten herself into such a nasty debt mess.

Again, in her words, “We would never have reached this position of extreme indebtedness 
were we on the gold standard because the gold standard is a way of ensuring that fiscal policy 
never gets out of line.”

Planning for a Bust

Of course, Nixon wasn’t looking far into the future when he slammed the gold window shut. 
He likely never envisioned the spending spree Congress would embark on... or the economic 
boom it would all create.

But all booms go bust.

That’s what Shelton’s worried about.

She’s not dumb. She knows America must stay on top. That’s why she keenly reminds folks 
that Uncle Sam owns more gold than anybody else... some $345 billion worth.

She gets it. She knows what ails this country and its money.

And she knows how to fix it.

She doesn’t stand a chance.
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Chapter Nine 

Why Things Are About to Get Worse  
(and What to Do About It)
If you’re perplexed by the stock market, the economy or how Washington has reacted to it...  
please read on.

We’ve got some interesting data to share.

For the last decade or so, the wonks in Washington have been a bit confused. They look at 
the numbers, look up from their desks and then look at the numbers again.

Things don’t add up.

But instead of changing the way they crunch their numbers or changing the data they look 
at, these moneymen shrug their shoulders and keep on tapping the calculator.

Perhaps the biggest point of confusion – especially within the Federal Reserve – is the lack 
of inflation. 

When Models Lose Their Beauty

If we’re investing our cash using the same models invented half a decade or more ago, we’re 
going to get lousy, no-good results. 

Things have changed, in other words... and so should our strategy.

Somebody needs to tell Washington.

Take some nimble-thinking research, for example. 
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Last year, Austan Goolsbee of the University of Chicago and Peter Klenow of Stanford 
decided to take a deep dive into a topic we’ve covered a lot – the internet’s effect on inflation.

What they found is what we’d expect.The ability to quickly and easily compare prices on the 
web has had a tremendous effect on inflation.

That should be obvious.

And yet... the folks in Washington are doing exactly what we advised not to do.

They’re sticking with their old models and their outdated equations.

The professors, for example, found that low-priced electronic items (like calculators, 
landline phones, etc.) have seen the competitive landscape of the internet drastically reduce 
their prices.

According to the official government data, prices have fallen by 10%.But according to real-
world research, prices are down by about 27%.

That’s a huge gap. It’s the same with TVs – where the void between the truth and the 
government is five points.

And get this... In the realm of footwear, the government says prices are rising by 2% each 
year. Meanwhile, real research shows prices are actually falling by 4%.

What Now?

We share this critical data for a very good reason.

It’s not that we expect readers to use footwear inflation data in their everyday investment 
decisions. And we don’t think it’s news to anybody that the government can’t add.

Instead, we share this idea because it points to a monumental problem within our economy. 

It’s one that absolutely affects every financial decision we make. And, if we don’t get the 
choices right, the issue will keep us from reaching our financial goals.

It’s no secret the Federal Reserve is in a trap.

Not long ago, Jay Powell quietly discussed the prospects of negative interest rates.

The thought that rates could and would go below zero in the land of the world’s reserve 
currency seemed crazy a couple of decades ago. 
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Now, thanks to the deflationary forces mentioned above, pushing rates back to “normal” 
sounds equally preposterous.

But thanks to the internet – perhaps the biggest economic disruptor in human history – all 
of our old equations and old models have been tossed out the window.

And here’s the thing... the problem (if we can call it that) will get worse before it gets better.

To understand why, we need to look at a couple of important things.

Don’t worry... they’re quite simple.

Is Cheaper Better?

First, the government measures inflation using a standard set of goods. It looks at everything 
from cars and groceries to shoes and health insurance.

Much of what it looks at hasn’t yet been all that impacted by the web’s deflationary forces. 
But that’s changing very quickly.

Groceries are now sold online. The days of going to one store and paying whatever the price 
is on the shelf are quickly dying.

It’s the same with cars.

But here’s the big one... health insurance. We recently shared some very important headlines 
from Google with Manward Letter subscribers. We detailed the company’s healthcare 
initiatives and what it means for the average person.

When we add those ideas to what Amazon wants to do in the health business... we get some 
huge disruptive forces.

We may not like the final product, but there’s no doubt prices will be cheaper.

Deflation will absolutely be the result.

But it will be years – if not decades – before the wonks in Washington add this new logic 
into their equations.

Meanwhile, they’ll scratch their heads, wonder why their data doesn’t match reality and 
continue to make half-assed tweaks to the world of money.

Worse, investors who don’t take advantage of this crucial Know-How will look at their 
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investing statements and wonder why they’re not making the sort of money they should.

Folks who are still looking at “old school” investment models that use inflation as a given are 
in trouble. The math won’t add up.

Times have changed... and they’re changing faster every day.

The way we invest absolutely must follow.
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Chapter Ten

The Rules of Investing Just Changed... 
Try This Instead
If you followed the textbook advice and put 60% of your money in stocks and the other 
40% in bonds, congratulations.

The strategy was good for a gain of slightly more than 9%.

That’s right. Thanks to a near-perfect combination of interest rates and equity bullishness, the 
strategy that so many folks have been told to depend on for their financial freedom paid out 
slightly more than the stock market’s long-term average.

Yippee.

If you can’t tell... we’re not impressed.

Wait... That’s It?

The figures and the self-gratification of the money crowd prove what we’ve said all along. Do 
what the crowd does... and you’ll get what the crowd gets.

The folks who get paid to advise folks into such a strategy say the last three months were a 
“perfect storm,” but in a “good way.”

They say thanks to the Federal Reserve’s sudden dovishness, bond prices soared and the bulls 
regained control of the stock market.

None of their celebration is wrong.

Indeed, the strategy greatly exceeded its typical pace during the quarter.
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But celebrating the feat is like giving a treat to a dog that finally caught up to the car’s  
back bumper.

It’s rewarding ignorance.

All of this is more proof of the concept we’ve been rambling about for a while now.

What used to work... worked in the past.

Sorry, Buttercup... Times Have Changed

It’s time for something different.

The 60%-40% rule made sense when it was first touted. In an age where blue chip bonds 
paid 8%, you could expect your money to grow at a healthy clip.

But in a world where the stock market collapses as the 10-year hits 3%... my, have things 
changed.

The days of buy and hold are dead.

As we’ve said... now it’s buy and pray.

Think about it this way. Over the last five years or so, the bond side of the 60%-40% 
equation has done virtually nothing. Investors who parked nearly half their money in the 
debt market were just as good burying it in the backyard.

Stock returns have carried the weight.

That’s fine. Until it isn’t.

We say 60%-40% investors are in for a grand disappointment.

As if a decade of mediocrity weren’t enough, now it’s time for a decade of despair.

That’s because, as we’ve said so many times, interest rates are dead. The Fed is stuck. It can’t 
raise rates. Government debt will come with a negative rate long before we ever see anything 
that’s considered “normal.”

But the same can be said of stocks.

They’re threatening to top out and go backward.

That’s the scary part.
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Normally, the 60%-40% method of investing provides some balance. When stocks fall... 
bonds surge. 

But these days, it’s looking more and more like stocks will fall right alongside yields.

If we were to enter a tough recession tomorrow, 60%-40% investors would be in for a world 
of hurt. Their safety net would be gone.

Try This Instead

But what good is some grumpy idea without a bit of optimism? What good is all this advice 
if we don’t offer a solution?

The answer here is simple.

Toss aside all that traditional investing literature. It’s a brand-new world, a near-zero 
interest rate world.

You must find other creative ways to produce income.

Lots of folks are turning to things like real estate, business development companies (BDCs) 
and the like.

They’re all good ideas.

But we also propose treating the stock market like an income machine. Short-term trading 
used to be the strategy for the “hobbyist” investor. Now jumping in and out of volatile stocks 
appears to be the only thing that can hedge a bear market.

For ideas of what that looks like, go back and read some of our recent essays and research 
reports on ManwardPress.com.

Again... forget old notions that worked when the math was different.

Our rotary phones are in the trash. It’s time for many of our traditional strategies to  
join them.

It’s time for something new.
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